Introduction {#s0001}
============

Gastroenteropancreatic neuroendocrine neoplasms (GEP NENs) as well as neuroendocrine tumors (GEP NETs) are heterogeneous tumors that originate from peptidergic neurons and neuroendocrine cells, previously described as "carcinoid tumors" in 1907.[@cit0001] Most NETs are indolent tumors compared with other epithelial malignancies; however, they are reported to have the potential to metastasize even in well-differentiated tumors and are resistant to therapies.[@cit0001]--[@cit0003] Data from the Surveillance, Epidemiology and End Results (SEER) database indicate that the incidence of NETs has increased significantly, approximately 5 times, reaching 5.25/100.000 cases/year, of which GEP NETs account for approximately 65% to 74% of all NETs, and the incidence and prevalence of colorectal NETs are inferior only to those of colorectal adenocarcinoma.[@cit0001],[@cit0004]-[@cit0006] In addition, the tumor sites varied markedly by race, with the incidence of rectal NETs among Asian populations increasing from 0.2 per 100,000 in 1973 to 0.86 per 100,000 in 2004, which was significantly higher than that among white populations.[@cit0001],[@cit0004],[@cit0007] Similarly, the incidence of rectal neuroendocrine tumors (R-NETs) grew fastest among all NETs, by approximately 8 times compared with the incidence in 2001, accounting for 29.6% of all NETs, which makes it the second most common NET in China.[@cit0008]

For localized colorectal NETs, endoscopic resection, including endoscopic mucosal resection (EMR) and endoscopic submucosal dissection (ESD), and surgery, including transanal excisions as well as surgical resections, are both effective methods. For metastatic tumors, somatostatin analogs (SSAs), radiation, radiofrequency ablation (RFA), chemotherapy, targeted therapy and peptide receptor radionuclide therapy (PRRT) are all alternatives. However, the 5-year survival rate of NETs with lymph node metastasis (LNM) or distant metastasis is still disappointing, with five-year overall survival rates of approximately 54--74% and 28--44.1%, respectively.[@cit0006],[@cit0009]-[@cit0011]

The prognostic factors of colorectal NETs have been explored by numerous studies. Tumor stage, location, size, grade, lymphovascular invasion, and the status of resection margins are major factors that have been reported to be associated with LNM and poor prognosis.[@cit0012] However, these studies were highly heterogeneous, which affected the accuracy of the meta-analysis and the effectiveness of these conclusions.

Currently, controversies remain in the treatment of colorectal NETs. Experts from the Chinese Society of Clinical Oncology (CSCO) agreed that colonic NETs greater than 1 cm and less than 2 cm could be completely resected endoscopically when the T stage was less than T2, but the National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN) recommends that these tumors be treated by surgery in accordance with the guidelines for colon adenocarcinoma.[@cit0013]--[@cit0015]

The aim of this study was to evaluate the outcomes of colorectal NETs, explore the risk factors for lymph node metastasis in colorectal NETs and identify the prognostic factors for survival outcomes.

Methods {#s0002}
=======

Clinical Data Collection {#s0002-s2001}
------------------------

Between 2000 and 2018, a total of 161 consecutive patients received treatments for colorectal NETs in our center. We constructed a database of retrospectively collected data from patients' medical records, including clinical characteristics, pathological reports, recurrence and survival during the follow-up period.

For radical resection with lymph node dissection, lymph node metastasis was detected by pathological evaluation. For local excision, such as endoscopic mucosal resection (EMR), endoscopic submucosal dissection (ESD) or transanal excision (TAE), LNM was evaluated through computed tomography (CT) or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) before the treatment and during the follow-up periods. The diagnosis of a metastatic lymph node was based on the following criteria: 1) Size criteria: short axis diameter of lymph nodes was greater than 8 mm for round lymph nodes and greater than 10 mm for ovoid lymph nodes. 2) Morphological abnormalities: irregular contour and margin, unclear border, heterogeneous internal echoes or signal intensity.[@cit0016],[@cit0017] The tumor diameter refers to the longest diameter of the tumor according to pathology reports. For patients with distant metastases, tumor diameter was determined by endoscopic findings before treatment.

Pathological Diagnosis {#s0002-s2002}
----------------------

The tumor stage was classified according to the American Joint Committee on Cancer (AJCC) cancer staging manual, 7th edition and 8th edition,[@cit0018],[@cit0019] and the tumor grade was classified according to the 2010 classification.[@cit0020] For 13 patients before 2010, we revised their pathology results and found that they were all neuroendocrine carcinomas (NECs); therefore, we classified them as having G3 grade tumors. The mitosis count (N=23) was expressed as the number of mitotic cells in ten high-power fields (HPFs) from hematoxylin and eosin (H&E)-stained slides examined with microscopy. According to ENETS/WHO guidelines, G1 grade: mitotic image \<2/10 HPFs; G2 grade: mitotic image (2\~20)/10 HPFs; and G3 grade: mitotic images\>20/10 HPFs. The Ki-67 index was calculated as the percentage of cells labeled by immunohistochemistry. According to ENETS/WHO guidelines, G1 grade: Ki-67 positive index≤2%; G2 grade: Ki-67 positive index 3% to 20%; and G3 grade: Ki-67 positive index\>20%. The expression levels of chromogranin A (CgA) (N=101) and synaptophysin (Syn) (N=109) were scored according to the percentage of positive cells and the intensity of cell staining. The positive cell percentage score was based on the following system: 0 points, no positive cells; 1 point, positive cells accounting for 1% to 10%; 2 points, positive cells accounting for 11% to 50%; 3 points, positive cells accounting for 51% to 80%; and 4 points, positive cells accounting for 81% to 100%. The positive cell staining intensity score was based on the following system: 0 points, negative; 1 point, weakly positive; 2 points, moderate positive; and 3 points, strong positive. The two scores were multiplied together: 0 points for negative; 1 to 4 points for weak positive (+); 5 to 8 points for moderate positive (++); and 9 to 12 points for strong positive (+++).

Inclusion Criteria {#s0002-s2003}
------------------

Patients who were treated in our center for localized and metastatic colorectal NETs from 2000 to 2018.

Exclusion Criteria {#s0002-s2004}
------------------

Patients who had colorectal NETs combined with other malignancies.Patients for whom the pathological diagnosis was mixed adenoneuroendocrine carcinoma.Patients for whom there was insufficient clinical information or inappropriate pathology reports from outside hospitals.

Risk factors for lymph node metastasis and prognostic factors related to survival were investigated in all patients.

The primary endpoint was progression-free survival (PFS), which was defined as the interval between initial treatment and the first documentation of disease progression or death.

Statistical Analysis {#s0002-s2005}
--------------------

Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS for Mac, version 24.0 (SPSS, Chicago, IL, USA). Continuous data are described as means±SDs in this study. The risk factors for LNM were assessed using Pearson's χ2 test in univariable analysis and logistic regression analyses in multivariable analysis. The 5-year overall survival (OS) and progression-free survival (PFS) were analyzed with the Kaplan--Meier method. Variables were compared with the Log rank test, and the multivariable analysis for survival outcomes was conducted using the Cox proportional hazards model. Statistical significance was accepted for *p* values \< 0.05.

Results {#s0003}
=======

Clinical and Histopathological Characteristics ([Figure 1](#f0001){ref-type="fig"}) {#s0003-s2001}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

A total of 135 patients were included in our study ([Figure 1](#f0001){ref-type="fig"}). The age of the patients was 53.3±13.0 years, and the male:female ratio was 89 (65.9%): 46 (34.1%). The frequencies of grade G1, G2, and G3 NETs were 69 (51.1%), 13 (9.6%) and 53 (39.3%), respectively. Of the 135 patients, 65 (48.1%) patients were resected locally, 18 (13.3%) by EMR, 35 (25.9%) by ESD and 12 (8.9%) by transanal excision. In addition, 52 (38.5%) NETs were surgically resected, including 34 (25.2%) radical resections, 7 (5.2%) multivisceral resections and 11 (8.1%) palliative resections due to distant metastasis. The remaining 18 (13.3%) patients were treated by systemic treatment due to distant metastasis. The most commonly used chemotherapeutic regimen in our center was the EP regimen (etoposide and cisplatin) as the first-line chemotherapy, and the second-line chemotherapy was variable and included the XELOX regimen (oxaliplatin and capecitabine); the FOLFOX regimen (oxaliplatin, calcium folate and 5-FU); and everolimus, temozolomide, and tegafur/gimeracil/oteracil and combinations between them. The tumor diameter was less than 2 cm in 74 (54.8%) patients, and the distance from the anal verge was less than 10 cm in 102 (75.6%) patients. LNM was found in 57 (42.2%) cases, and distant metastasis occurred in 36 (26.7%) patients. Two patients had radiologically determined LNM after TAE in the follow-up period, and one of them went on to undergo radical surgery; the other patient was also found to have liver metastasis; therefore, he was treated with chemotherapy. The clinical and histopathological characteristics are summarized in [Table 1](#t0001){ref-type="table"}.Table 1Clinical and Histopathological Characteristics of Colorectal NETs (N=135)VariablesN (%)Age \<6087 (64.4) ≥6048 (35.6)Sex Male89 (65.9) Female46 (34.1)BMI \<2346 (34.1) ≥2389 (65.9)Smoking history42 (30.9)Drinking history34 (25.2)Family cancer history Yes17 (12.6) No118 (87.4)Neoadjuvant chemotherapy Yes19 (14.1) No116 (85.9)Neoadjuvant radiotherapy Yes6 (4.4) No129 (95.6)Distance from the anal verge (cm) \<10102 (75.6) ≥1033 (24.4)Tumor location Rectum113 (83.7) Colon18 (13.3) Appendix4 (3.0)Treatment EMR18 (13.3) ESD35 (25.9) Transanal excision12 (8.9) Radical resection34 (25.2) Multivisceral resection7 (5.2) Palliative resection11 (8.1) Systemic treatment18 (13.3)Tumor diameter (cm) \<274 (54.8) ≥261 (45.2)T stage 0 (after chemotherapy)4 (3.0) x19 (14.1) 169 (51.1) 27 (5.2) 316 (11.8) 420 (14.8)LNM Negative78 (57.8) Positive57 (42.2)Distant metastasis Negative99 (73.3) Positive36 (26.7)Tumor grade G169 (51.1) G213 (9.6) G353 (39.3)CgA (N=101) Negative50 (37.0) +22 (16.3) ++14 (10.4) +++15 (11.1)Syn (N=109) Negative2 (1.5) +16 (11.9) ++38 (28.1) +++53 (39.3) Figure 1Flowchart of the selection of patients.

Risk Factors for LNM {#s0003-s2002}
--------------------

The risk factors for LNM through univariate analysis were tumor location in the colon (*p*=0.001), tumor diameter ≥2 cm (*p*\<0.001), T stage (*p*\<0.001), tumor grade (*p*\<0.001) and the positive degree of Syn (*p*=0.012) and CgA (*p*=0.049) ([Table 2](#t0002){ref-type="table"}). In multivariable analyses, tumor diameter ≥2 cm (OR 36.515, 95% CI 1.175\~1134.341, *p*=0.040) and tumor grade G3 (OR 133.495, 95% CI 7.686\~2318.690, *p*=0.001) were independent risk factors for LNM in colorectal NTEs. Tumor location in the colon (OR 0.718, 95% CI 0.033\~15.676, *p*=0.083) and tumor grade G2 (OR 14.788, 95% CI 0.835\~262.038, *p*=0.066) might be independent risk factors for LNM, even though the *p* value was greater than 0.05 ([Table 3](#t0003){ref-type="table"}).Table 2Univariable Analysis for Risk Factors for Lymph Node Metastasis (N = 135)VariablesLNM N (%)χ^2^ ValueP value**Sex**0.3360.586 Male36 (40.4) Female21 (45.7)**Age**3.9490.057 \<6544 (38.6) ≥6513 (61.9)**BMI** \<2321 (46.7)0.0720.851 ≥2334 (44.2)**Smoking history** Yes17 (41.5)0.0141.000 No40 (42.6)**Drinking history**0.4360.551 Yes16 (47.1) No41 (40.6)**Tumor location**13.056\*0.001 Rectum43 (38.1) Colon14 (77.8) Appendix0**Tumor diameter**65.422\*\<0.001 \<28 (11.0) ≥249 (80.3)**T stage**76.721\*\<0.001 T01 (25.0) T15 (7.2) T25 (71.4) T313 (76.5) T433 (86.8)**Tumor grade**79.097\*\<0.001 G14 (7.0%) G28 (14.0%) G345 (78.9%)**CgA (N=101)**7.861\*0.049 Negative20 (40.0) +9 (40.9) ++11 (78.6) +++5 (33.3)**Syn (N=109)**12.152\*0.012 Negative1 (50.0) +10 (62.5) ++22 (57.9) +++14 (26.4)[^1] Table 3Multivariable Analysis for Risk Factors for Lymph Node Metastasis (N=135)N (%)HR95% CIP value**Age** \<651.000 ≥650.7640.068\~8.6430.828**Tumor diameter** \<28 (11.0)1.000 ≥249 (80.3)36.5151.175\~1134.341\*0.040**Tumor location** Rectum43 (38.1)1.000 Colon14 (77.8)0.7180.033\~15.6760.083 Appendix00.0000.0001.000**Tumor grade** G16 (8.5)1.000 G28 (61.5)14.7880.835\~262.0380.066 G343 (84.3)133.4957.686\~2318.690\*0.001**T stage** T01 (25.0)1.000 T15 (7.2)0.3540.005\~26.2610.637 T25 (71.4)20.9840.136\~3247.0710.237 T313 (76.5)52.6940.374\~7430.9800.116 T433 (86.8)55.4580.675\~4558.2320.074**CgA** Negative20 (40.0)1.000 +9 (40.9)0.4830.047\~4.9300.539 ++11 (78.6)4.5190.205\~99.5370.339 +++5 (33.3)0.5240.030\~9.2260.659**Syn** Negative1 (50.0)1.000 +10 (62.5)0.0000.0001.000 ++22 (57.9)0.0000.0001.000 +++14 (26.4)0.0000.0001.000[^2]

Risk Factors for Survival Outcomes {#s0003-s2003}
----------------------------------

The median follow-up period was 38.0 months (range, 1\~190 months). A total of 30 (22.2%) patients died in this cohort. In 36 patients with distant metastasis before treatment, 13 patients died during chemotherapy, 2 patients died after multivisceral resections, and 4 patients died after palliative resections due to tumor progression. In 99 patients without distant metastasis before treatment, 10 patients died due to the recurrence of distant metastasis at the liver (3), peritoneum (2), lung (2), pleura (2), and brain (1), and 1 patient died of severe lung infections. The 5-year progression-free survival (PFS) and overall survival (OS) rates of all patients were 67.9% and 71.6%, respectively. The prognostic factors for the 5-year PFS and OS rate in all patients were age, neoadjuvant chemotherapy, tumor diameter, tumor location, tumor grade, LNM, CgA level and treatment method ([Table 4](#t0004){ref-type="table"}). In the multivariable analysis, age (≥65, HR, 5.728/11.456, 95% CI, 1.881\~17.442/3.203\~40.974, *p*=0.002/0.001) and LNM (yes, HR 20.548/17.189, 95% CI 1.684\~250.757/1.427\~207.117, *p*=0.018/0.025) were independent risk factors for 5-year PFS and OS. The CgA level \[moderate positive (++), HR 8.094, 95% CI, 1.650\~39.280, *p*=0.010 and strong positive (+++), HR, 12.422, 95% CI, 2.012\~76.696, *p*=0.007\] were independent risk factors for 5-year PFS. Tumor diameter ≥2 cm (HR 16.274, 95% CI, 0.858\~308.738, *p*=0.063) and tumor grade G3 (HR 0.064, 95% CI, 0.003\~1.528, *p*=0.090) were independent risk factors for 5-year PFS, even though the *p* value was greater than 0.05 ([Table 5](#t0005){ref-type="table"}).Table 4Prognostic Factors for Survival OutcomesVariables5-Year PFS (%)5-Year OS (%)χ^2^ ValueP value**Sex**0.074/0.0060.786/0.939 Male67.571.4 Female69.172.0**BMI**0.150/0.4470.699/0.504 \<2361.064.3 ≥2366.470.7**Age**21.459/19.753\*\<0.001/\*\<0.001 \<6579.378.0 ≥6530.629.9**Smoking history**1.086/0.2390.297/0.625 Yes59.668.3 No71.772.9**Drinking history**0.845/0.0380.358/0.845 Yes70.870.0 No58.971.9**Neoadjuvant radiotherapy**1.545/2.2940.214/0.130 Yes25.025.0 No70.073.9**Neoadjuvant chemotherapy**14.597/13.688\* 0.001/\*\<0.001 Yes30.635.6 No74.677.7**Tumor location**11.594/10.436\* 0.003/\* 0.005 Rectum71.474.5 Colon40.248.2**Tumor diameter (cm)**42.957/41.173\*\<0.001/\*\<0.001 \<293.995.8 ≥236.641.6**T stage**56.354/58.850\*\<0.001/\*\<0.001 066.7100.0 195.797.5 225.037.5 342.142.1 424.424.4 x39.946.6**Tumor grade**46.156/53.626\*\<0.001/\*\<0.001 G192.296.3 G265.576.4 G338.037.9**LNM**57.030/53.758\*\<0.001/\*\<0.001 Yes29.334.8 No94.796.2**CgA**9.553/8.430\* 0.023/\* 0.038 Negative76.578.9 +71.183.5 ++36.442.4 +++61.161.1**Syn**9.305/11.0900.054/0.140 Negative50.050.0 +49.965.5 ++55.658.1 +++85.087.5**Treatment**65.922/61.067\*\<0.001/\*\<0.001 EMR92.992.9 ESD100.0100.0 Transanal excision100.0100.0 Radical or palliative48.455.7 surgery Systemic treatment13.416.8[^3] Table 5Multivariable Analysis for Survival Outcomes5-Year PFS/OS (%)HR95% CI*P* value**Age** \< 651.000 ≥655.728/11.4561.881\~17.442/3.203\~40.974\*0.002/\*\<0.001**Tumor diameter** \<293.9/95.81.00 ≥236.6/41.616.274/11.6420.858\~308.738/0.001\~104,226.5380.063/0.597**Tumor location** Rectum71.4/74.51.000 Colon40.2/48.210.076/2.2361.393\~72.883/0.427\~11.7190.022/0.341 Appendix100.0/100.00.998/0.0020.000/0.0000.971/0.976**LNM** No94.7/96.21.000 Yes29.3/34.820.548/17.1891.684\~250.757/1.427\~207.117\*0.018/\*0.025**CgA** Negative76.5/78.91.000 +71.1/83.51.954/0.8750.361\~10.595/0.124\~6.1570.437/0.894 ++36.4/42.48.094/3.4541.650\~39.280/0.862\~3.844\*0.010/0.080 +++61.1/61.112.422/2.4622.012\~76.696/0.504\~12.036\*0.007/0.266**Syn** Negative50.0/50.01.000 +49.9/65.539.048/1.0371.029\~1482.183/0.028\~38.126\*0.048/0.984 ++55.6/58.16.233/0.7850.372\~104.482/0.042\~14.6640.203/0.872 +++85.0/87.54.364/3.4690.322\~59.205/0.221\~54.5440.268/0.376**Tumor grade** G192.2/93.91.000 G253.3/66.70.162/0.0630.008\~3.503/0.000\~548.0340.246/0.550 G339.4/43.70.064/0.3000.003\~1.528/0.000\~2535.4480.090/0.794**Neoadjuvant chemotherapy** No30.6/35.61.000 Yes74.6/77.71.973/1.2640.460\~8.458/0.375\~4.2640.360/0.706**Treatment** EMR92.9/92.91.000 ESD100.0/100.00.428/0.0000.019\~9.878/0.000\~3.633E+170.596/0.727 TAE100.0/100.00.000/0.0000.000\~3.066E+292/0.000\~1.826E+450.973/0.882 Surgery48.4/55.71.169/0.0000.034\~39.949/0.000\~7.412E+290.931/0.828 Systemic treatment13.4/16.83.987/0.0000.100\~159.708/0.000\~1.686E+300.463/0.844[^4]

Comparison of Two Age Groups {#s0003-s2004}
----------------------------

In univariable analyses, 114 patients were in the \<65-year group, and 21 patients were in the ≥65-year group. The proportion of tumors with a diameter ≥2 cm was significantly higher in the ≥65-year group than in the \<65-year group (71.4% vs 40.7%, *p*=0.016). There were also significantly more patients with LNM in the ≥65-year group (61.9% vs 38.6%, *p*=0.041). For T stage, the proportion of early-stage (T1) patients in the ≥65-year group was significantly less than that in the \<65-year group, although *p* was \>0.05 (33.3% vs 54.4%, *p*=0.086). For treatments, there were significantly more patients who were treated with systematic chemotherapy in the ≥65-year group (33.3% vs 9.6%, *p*=0.040).

Different Operative Methods for T1N0M0 Colorectal NETs {#s0003-s2005}
------------------------------------------------------

There was no significant difference in tumor grade, tumor location, surgical margin, relapse or 5-year OS%, except for tumor diameter (*p*=0.012). The diameters of tumors resected by EMR, ESD and transanal excision were 0.56±0.46 cm, 0.79±0.40 cm and 1.10±0.50 cm, respectively ([Table 6](#t0006){ref-type="table"}).Table 6Comparison of Different Treatment Methods for T1N0M0 Colorectal NETsEMRESDTransanal Excisionχ^2^/F ValueP value**G grade**3.4880.431 G1183310 G2011 G3011**Tumor diameter**0.56±0.460.79±0.401.10±0.50\*4.835\*0.012**Tumor location**1.7690.778 Rectum103312 Colon010 Appendix010**Surgical margin**1.3440.582 Positive021 Negative183311**Relapse cases**010**5-year OS rate%**92.9 1100.0100.01.7140.424[^5]

Kaplan--Meier Survival Curves {#s0003-s2006}
-----------------------------

Kaplan--Meier survival curves for OS and PFS according to tumor grade, diameter, location, and CgA level are shown in [Figures 2](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}[](#f0003){ref-type="fig"}[](#f0004){ref-type="fig"}[](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}--[6](#f0006){ref-type="fig"}.Figure 2(**A**) PFS curves according to tumor grade. (**B**) OS curves according to tumor grade.Figure 3(**A**) PFS curves according to tumor diameter. (**B**) OS curves according to tumor diameter.Figure 4(**A**) PFS curves according to tumor location. (**B**) OS curves according to tumor location.Figure 5(**A**) PFS curves according to age. (**B**) OS curves according to age.Figure 6(**A**) PFS curves according to CgA level. (**B**) OS curves according to CgA level.

Discussion {#s0004}
==========

NETs have a relatively good prognosis, with a median OS time reported to be 9.3 years (112 months) and a 5-year OS rate of 60\~84.4%.[@cit0003],[@cit0011],[@cit0021] However, the survival outcomes varied significantly at different stages of NETs. The 5-year OS rate of stage I and II tumors was reported to be as high as 90% and 77% but dropped to 50% and 15% for stage III and IV tumors, respectively.[@cit0022] According to epidemiological data from the SEER database and GKR (Joint Cancer Registry), the 5-year OS rates of lymph node metastases (stage IIIb) and distant metastases (stage IV) are 54\~74% and 15--37%, respectively.[@cit0001],[@cit0006],[@cit0010] The 5-year OS rates of all patients and patients without distant metastasis were 71.6% and 90.4%, respectively, and the 5-year PFS rates were 67.9% and 87.7%, respectively. Lymph node metastasis is the most important factor that determines the prognosis of NETs, and the prediction of lymph node metastasis is necessary for clinicians to choose a suitable treatment. The aim of our research was to explore the predictive factors for lymph node metastasis of colorectal NETs and assess the current therapeutic algorithm.

Most NETs are at the G1 phase, and G2 or G3 phases account for only 2% to 13% of all NETs and have been reported to be risk factors for LNM by numerous studies.[@cit0012],[@cit0023] A multicenter clinical study in China showed that pathological type G3 NEC is an independent risk factor affecting the prognosis of patients with rectal NETs (*p*= 0.005).[@cit0024] Similarly, Sohn et al[@cit0003] found that the LNM rate of G1 phase rectal NETs was only 6%, but it increased remarkably to 75% at the G2 phase. In our study, our results showed that histological tumor grades G2 (*p*= 0.066) and G3 (*p*=0.001) were independent risk factors for lymph node metastasis. Lymph node metastasis occurred in 84.3% of patients with G3 tumors and 61.5% with G2 tumors but only 8.5% with G1 tumors. The 5-year OS rate decreased sharply from 92.2% to 39.4% when the tumor grade increased from G3 to G1. However, tumor grade was not significant in survival outcomes, possibly because tumor grade affects survival outcomes indirectly by directly affecting lymph node status.

Tumor size has been reported to be a strong predictive factor for lymph node metastasis. Previous studies have shown that a tumor less than 10 mm is usually limited to the submucosa with a low metastasis risk of less than 3%, and the 5-year survival rate can reach approximately 95% to 100%.[@cit0010],[@cit0012],[@cit0025] According to the ENETS guidelines, surgical treatment is recommended if R-NETs are greater than 2 cm (G1\~G3) or are G3 phase with or without metastasis; endoscopic resection is feasible when the tumors are less than 1 cm, G1\~2 phase and T1 stage.[@cit0015] The treatment of R-NETs in Western countries and in China is similar, but there have been controversies regarding the treatment of 1 \~ 2-cm-sized C-NETs. Chinese experts agree that endoscopic resection can be considered for C-NETs less than 2 cm; however, there is no explicit mention of treatment in the ENETS, guidelines, and experts from the NCCN recommended surgical resection instead of endoscopic resection.[@cit0013],[@cit0015] In our study, survival curves were significantly better (*p*\<0.001) among patients with tumors less than 2 cm ([Figure 2](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}). A tumor diameter greater than 2 cm was an independent risk factor for LNM (*p*=0.040) ([Table 3](#t0003){ref-type="table"}), and we believe this was due to the small sample size. However, 8 (11.0) patients with tumors less than 2 cm had LNM, and 3 (7.0) patients with tumors less than 1 cm also developed LNM. The LNM in small NETs might be due to the tumor cells extending to the submucosal layer, which has abundant lymphatic vessels for them to spread through. Previous studies have reported that small NETs also have malignant potential.[@cit0026] Therefore, even if tumor size was a strong predictive factor for LNM, LNM should not be predicted only by tumor size, and further examinations such as EUS or CT can help us to evaluate the status of lymph nodes more specifically.

Chromogranin A (CgA) and synaptophysin (Syn) are two neuroendocrine differentiation (NED) immunohistochemistry markers frequently used in NETs. In univariable analysis, there was a significant difference for colorectal NETs with different expression levels of CgA in terms of both risk factors for LNM and survival outcomes (both *p*\<0.05). In multivariable analysis, moderate positive (++) (*p*=0.010) and strong positive (+++) CgA (*p*=0.007) were independent risk factors for 5-year PFS, which has been proven in a wide variety of retrospective analyses.[@cit0027]--[@cit0030] In addition, prospective clinical trials RADIANT-1, −2 and −3 have been performed to assess the prognostic value of CgA in advanced NETs, and the results showed shorter OS for patients with elevated CgA.[@cit0031]--[@cit0034] However, the increase in the expression level of CgA was not proportional to the increase in the LNM rate or 5-year OS rate, and CgA was negative in 20 (35.1%) patients with LNM, which may affect the accuracy of the prognostic value of CgA. Lindholm et al[@cit0035] also found that a relevant portion of NETs, 30\~50%, do not show elevated CgA levels. The major problem is that several confounding factors can affect CgA levels, including gastrointestinal and cardiovascular disorders or proton pump inhibitor (PPI) consumption and a variety of other nontumor reasons.[@cit0036] Regarding Syn, there was only a significant difference in the univariable analysis for LNM. Previous studies have shown that patients with a low level of synaptophysin had a better OS rate than those with a high level; however, the small sample size limited the accuracy of the results.[@cit0037] Based on the findings of this research and previous studies,[@cit0038] it can be suggested that NED might affect the survival outcomes of colorectal NET patients, and markers, especially CgA, might be suitable for clinicians to predict the prognosis of patients.

The location of the tumor is also an important factor affecting the prognosis and treatment of NETs. Tumors in the colon are more common in NECs and generally have a worse prognosis with higher metastatic potential than tumors in the rectum. The outcomes of neuroendocrine tumors from the right hemi-colon of the midgut and from the left hemi-colon from the hindgut are not the same. The well-differentiated biological behavior of the left hemi-colon is closer to that of the rectum. A recent Chinese multicenter study found that more than 94% of colonic NETs of midgut origin are NECs or mixed adenoneuroendocrine carcinomas (MANECs).[@cit0039] According to statistics from the SEER database, the 5-year survival rate of patients with R-NETs is 75.2\~83.3%, which is significantly higher than that of colonic NETs (40%\~70%).[@cit0004],[@cit0039],[@cit0040] In our study, the lymph node metastasis rate in the colon was 77.8%, which was significantly higher than that in the rectum (38.1%). The 5-year OS rate and PFS rate of individuals with LNM in the appendix and in the rectum were significantly better than those of individuals with LNM in the colon (*p*=0.005 and *p*=0.003, respectively), which was consistent with previous studies.[@cit0001] Based on the findings of this research and previous studies, it can be suggested that colonic NETs should be completely resected.

In our research, the survival outcomes of patients 65 years and older in our study were worse than those of patients younger than 65 years (*p*\<0.001). We also found that tumors from elderly patients (≥65 years) were larger and more advanced than those from younger patients (\<65 years) (both *p*\<0.001). The reason for the poor prognosis in elderly patients may be that elderly patients have lower tolerance to surgical trauma and side effects of chemotherapy because of their weakened organ physiological functions, which leads to multiple complications.[@cit0041],[@cit0042] Therefore, when we encounter elderly patients, minimally invasive therapies such as laparoscopic surgery could help reduce surgical trauma, and Chinese herbs can relieve and reduce the adverse events of chemotherapy.[@cit0043]

For NETs in the colon, the recommended treatment varies among different guidelines, but surgical resection is generally recommended because of the greater likelihood of malignant behavior than with rectal NETs. Endoscopic resection may be considered if the tumor diameter is less than 2 cm and does not reach the muscularis propria. For NETs in the rectum, EUS is required before surgery. Surgical resection is recommended when the tumor diameter is more than 2 cm, G3 grade, T3 to T4 stage or when there is peripheral lymph node metastasis; when the tumor diameter is less than 1 cm, G1 or 2 grade and T1 stage, endoscopic resection is feasible; in other cases, the treatment method is determined according to the depth of tumor invasion assessed by EUS.[@cit0021]

This study has some limitations, including its retrospective design and the relatively small number of patients included. Although LNM should be evaluated after radical resection with lymph node dissection, we analyzed the risk factors for LNM by CT or MRI in those who underwent local excision before the treatment and during the follow-up periods, and we believe the results are reliable. Because this study lasted more than 15 years, we could investigate the long-term survival outcomes and prognostic factors after different treatments, even with the small number of patients. Finally, further studies should be performed to validate our main conclusions.

Conclusion {#s0005}
==========

The clinical and pathological characteristics of rectal and colon neuroendocrine tumors are different. Rectal neuroendocrine tumors have a better prognosis than colonic neuroendocrine tumors. Tumor diameter and tumor grade are independent risk factors for lymph node metastasis in colorectal neuroendocrine tumors. Age, tumor location, lymph node status and positive levels of the neuroendocrine marker CgA are independent risk factors that affect the prognosis of colorectal neuroendocrine tumors.
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[^1]: **Notes:** By Pearson's χ 2 test; \*: *p* values \< 0.05.

[^2]: **Notes:** By logistic regression analyses; \*: *p* values \< 0.05.

    **Abbreviation:** HR, hazard ratio.

[^3]: **Notes:** Kaplan--Meier method and Log rank test; \*: *p* values \< 0.05.

[^4]: **Notes:** By the Cox proportional hazards model; \*: *p* values \< 0.05.

    **Abbreviation:** HR, hazard ratio.

[^5]: **Notes:** By ANOVA; \*: *p* values \< 0.05.
